june 2018
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 12th July.

Grand Photo Competition

This month’s winner is of a sunny looking Vault Bay, taken by Phil Lyons. This will be used
in next year’s calendar.
To get your masterpiece included in the calendar and win a copy, get snapping and send
your photos to Daisy before Thursday 12th.

British Club Challenge Update
We’ve had KHPA pilots attending 6 rounds of
the BCC so far - which is notable given the
distances involved in getting to the rounds.
This year is definitely all about ‘getting
involved’ in the UK cross-country paragliding
scene, with many getting their first crosscountry flights in the UK. We’ve already had
4 first ever inland XCs and this number could
easily go up over the remaining rounds of
the season. Those who have gotten stuck in
so far have included Jake Quintrell, Gary
Tippett, Miles Tiddy, Darren Shepherd, Nigel
Waller, Oliver Clothier, Emile Cope and
myself.

Because we’re flying in cycling thermic
conditions, at big Welsh hills with lots of
other pilots (often 50 plus), and because the
sites are mostly new to us, each BCC round
has been a big learning experience, even if
we didn’t get away or the distances weren’t
epic. Everyone flying has done very well and
shown a lot of heart which is the main thing
at this point - the bigger distances and epic
flights will come in time.
And in the course of the BCC rounds and
extra days when we’re up there, we’re also
meeting and getting to know pilots from
other parts of the country which is always
worth it. Even some celebrities in the flying
world! Me and Jake had a good chat with
Greg Hamerton on the Blorenge after the
last round at Hundred House (before he
climbed out and vanished on a triangle
flight), and on that same weekend at Combe
Gibbet, Darren met Gin Seok Song himself.

Mark and Jake walk up to Hundred House

Right now we're in JOINT SECOND PLACE for
'Best Development Club’ out of 11 clubs.
This is pretty good since we've generally
only had 2 or 3 pilots in a team for the
rounds, while other clubs have 5 or 6. We
have numerous first xcs and personal bests
already. Gary Tippett, for instance, got a
first xc in the Talybont round, and this last
round from Hundred House got a PB. Both of
these count towards this prize. The Joint
Services club in the lead is only 1 point
ahead. So if you think you could do your first

Hundred House take off

UK inland thermal flight and over the back
for a few km - or increase your personal
best - over the next weeks, please join in for
one of the coming rounds so we get this
prize!

Hero worship! Darren (left) and Gin Seok Song

It’s also been a pleasure (sometimes a
surprise) to meet up at the various
campsites with other pilots from our club (Al
Knight, Mike Clefford) and the South Devon
club (Roger Davis, Colin Blagdon - and their
partners!) who have not been competitors in
the BCC this year but have been giving
support (even retrieves) & advice for our
team’s efforts - as well their good company.
here are frustrations of course but overall
it’s been a very positive experience and fast
learning curve - well done everyone who’s
been involved so far! And hopefully we’ll see
some others looking for their first XCs or
personal bests in the coming rounds if we
want to get that ‘Best Development
Club’ prize!
Mark Ashton Smith
KHPA Comp Secretary

June Meeting Roundup
By 7.30 it was looking like the meeting would be over quickly with only Graham, Kaz, Tim and
Daisy nursing their pints but shortly after Jenni arrived on her bike and we could start the
meeting, then two or three more turned up to swell the ranks and keep the banter going.
The usual reports were given then, most importantly, Mark was awarded the Steve Penaluna
Trophy by Graham, with a description of how the trophy was cast by another sadly missed
member, Paul Howse.
The monthly matter was to consider ways that KHPA could help in the wider community. The
obvious way is through raising money for charities, and suggestions were made as to how to
raise money. Dredgie had offered to organise fund raising events but other suggestions were
donating any surplus from events such as parachute repacks or club coaches courses and
having an optional addition to annual subscriptions. Pete B also suggested asking visiting
pilots to contribute to the fund in lieu of paying a daily sites fee.
Members were asked to think of worthy charities they would like to support, to be discussed
at another meeting.

Mark is presented with the magnificent Steve Penaluna Trophy

A timely reminder from Gary Tippett
Just a thought...What kind of footwear do
you wear when flying? It's not always rough
ground and rabbit holes to worry about and
if, like me, you thought you were happy with
your landings ...think again. I had a collapse
2-2.5 meters from the ground when coming
into land. I've seen many people fly with
poor/no ankle support and yes I admit to
doing it myself from time to time. I was
wearing boots when i had the collapse but
with regards to ankle support... I wish it had
been a lot better.
We were all advised in the beginning to have
good ankle supporting boots...this is just a
reminder. Take a look at the pic and have a
think about what you wear when out.
I’ve been told the x-ray shows there’s
nothing broken. But ouch!

What’s been going on?
Well, it seems like there have been quite a
lot of away days what with the BCC, trips to
Wales and aerotowing, with some nice XCs
being flown.

Phippsy’s intense preparation for big miles

Phippsy and Tim had a trip up to Malvern
Aerotow Club’s airstrip south of Worcester

last month to experience a different set up.
They are very fortunate to have a Foxtug
microlight to tow them up, which compared
to the XL used at Upottery tows at several
MPH slower, which is less stressful, and
climbs at twice the rate. With no airspace
anywhere around and surrounded by big,
flat fields for out-landings it’s a very flying
friendly area. Sharing the airstrip with a very
friendly flying club, hangers for storing the
tug and equipment and a very nice café just
down the road for breakfasts and cream teas
makes it almost idyllic!
On a blue day, Graham, flying with Carl
Walbank, was able to work initially weak lift
up to 4000ft and complete an out and return
of over 25km. He claimed it could have been
longer if he hadn’t been in so much pain
from his ribs after having a 15 stone tandem
passenger fall on him the previous day!
And then, as if that wasn’t enough, he
stopped off at Upottery on the way home to
fly on the Sunday! Again, with virtually no
cloud, he, Sam Jeyes and Brett Wright
worked their way slowly westward, Sam and
Graham landing after more than 60km near
Okehampton and Brett carrying on to
Jamaica Inn for 112km.
Not bad goings on! Let us know what you
have been up to!

KHPA XC league
Well, no changes to the XC leagues, but that’s understandable, with quite a few going out of
the county to clock up their miles.
XC leagues to 30-06-2018
Hang gliding

Name

Total

1

Graham Phipps

2

Wyn Davies

7.2

3

Tim Jones

6.6

121.4

Paragliding

Name

Total

1

Graham Phipps

52.7

2

Jake Quintrell

XC flights this month

7.5

Aviation Education and Promotion Project
Got any old flying gear?
Hello, my name is Marian Madalin,
mechanical
engineer
and
aviation
passionate. I am trying to open myself a
small aerospace museum or open space for
any kind of aircraft here in my country
(Romania). The project is entirely nonprofit
and will be based exclusively on donations.
It is more like an educational project and
background to inspire and encourage young
people, like students and school children to
start
a
career
in
this
domain.
For the beginning, can you consider helping

me with a free charity donation/sponsorship
of any type of aircraft, plane or helicopter
(or parts), even a glider , in any condition:
small, big, civil/military, new, old, broken,
rusty, salvage, junk or even an airframe(an
empty shell)? Even a parachute or even
something related to aviation would be
good.
If you have any other questions, please
reply or call me at+40748230945 or
+40751657933.
Thank you.

Flybubble weather
If you haven’t already got too many confusing weather websites, one more that looks quite
interesting is flybubble.com/weather. It uses graphics a bit like RASP to show wind speed and
direction and also the RASP star rating but also shows flying sites and highlights the ones that
are flyable for that wind.
It doesn’t seem to show all sites but there are links to take you to more details for any site.
It certainly looks like there’s plenty of information and will keep you clicking and exploring for
hours on those non flyable days!
There is a youtube video with more explanation if you just put “flybubble weather” in the
youtube search box. Check it out next time you’re bored!

